1. Introduction. The problem at hand was worked out in attempting to apply tensors to a much more general problem in classical differential geometry. The results obtained in a general coordinate system reduce readily to classical results of Eisenhart. An interesting interpretation of Christoffel symbols appears.
R net.
A rectilinear congruence in 3-space is called a W-congruence if the asymptotic lines on the two focal surfaces correspond. If the tangents to both families of curves of a conjugate net on a surface form W-congruences the net is called an R net. 1 We derive the analytic conditions that must obtain in order that a given conjugate net on a surface shall be an R net.
3. Equations for an R net. Let S± be one focal surface of a Incongruence, the vector equation of the surface being (3.1) zl = zî(x*) 9 a = 1, 2, 3; i = 1, 2. Similarly by the property of focal surfaces we have where P2 is an invariant, and X|/ is a unit vector tangent to 5*2. Adding (3.4) and (3.5) we have (3.6) PiXi/Zi/,,-+ p2X 2 /Z2/,i = 0.
From (3.6) we have (3.6') P! = ëp2,
where ë = 1 if 6= -1, and ë= -life = l, and conversely. We differentiate (3.4) covariantly and have
Let 77Î be the unit normal to Si. We multiply (3.7) by X2/, sum for &, multiply by 77?, sum for a and we have (3.8) 0 = pi6i/»yXi/X 2 / the first three terms on the right vanishing because rji is perpendicular to Si, the term on the left vanishing because of this fact and (3.6), 
In the future, since unless otherwise stated covariant differentiation is with respect to the fundamental tensor of 5i, we shall note the covariant derivative of z%j^ by s?/,^.
We evaluate z\iyrfe as follows. We differentiate (3.5) covariantly giving . a a s a s a è a (3.11)
Multiply by rfe and sum for a, giving Substituting this value for z°liyr& in (3.10) we have Since the asymptotic lines on 5i and 52 are to correspond we have (3.14) bins = fibx/is.
We determine ju as follows. Differentiate the second of (3.6') covariantly, giving
(3.15) \i/,jZi/,i + \i/Zi/ t ij + e(\2/,jZ2/,i + X 2 /2 2 /,Ù) = 0.
Multiply by rfe, sum for a and use (3.12). This becomes
Now multiply by \{/ and sum for j giving
But since &2/tfc = M^i/tfc we have where X^/.y is with respect to gij of 52. (It should be remarked that p2 may be expressed entirely in terms of elements of S\ by means by (3.6) and (3.7) and differentiation.) Equations (3.19) with pi and P2 determined by (3.20) and (3.21), respectively, constitute the condition that must obtain in order for the tangents to the curves of direction \\/ on Si to form a W-congruence. An equation similar to (3.19) obtains for the direction X2/. These two equations must hold in order for the net with directions \\/ and X2/ to be an R net.
In particular we consider the case where \\/ and X 2 / are tangent to the u and v parametric curves, respectively. Then for any fixed i, a, j, which is an interesting interpretation of the Christoffel symbols in this case.
In and these two equations constitute the condition that the parametric curves of a surface 5 form an R net.
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